
IN THE HIGH COURT OF THE UNITED REPUBLIC OF TANZANIA 

LABOUR DIVISION
AT PAR ES SALAAM

LABOUR REVISION NO. 419 OF 2020

(Arising from Labour Dispute No. CMA/PWN/MKG/R. 17/411/13)
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SWAIBU SHUJAA..................................................................... .APPLICANT

VERSUS

TANZANIA ELECTRIC SUPPLY COMPANY LTD RESPONDENT

JUDGMENT

Date of Last Order: 02/12/2021

Date of Judgment: 04/03/2022

I, ARUFANI, J,

The applicant, filed^the^present application in this court to

challenge^^^^^^^ of the Commission for Mediation and 

Arbitratio^nenceforth, the CMA) delivered in Labour Dispute No.

CMA®WN/MKG7R.17/411/13. The brief background of the dispute is 

to the effect that, the applicant was employed by the respondent on 

6th May, 1992 as an Accountant. On 17th August, 2013 he was 

terminated from his employment on ground of serious misconduct.

It was alleged by the respondent that, the applicant who was 

their Accountant at Mkuranga District caused the respondent to suffer 
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a loss of TZS 9,759,747.41 through under banking the money 

collected from various payments made to the respondent by their 

customers. After being terminated from his employment and being 

dissatisfied by the termination, the applicant filed the dispute before 

the CMA seeking to be reinstated in his employment but the dispute 

was decided against his favour.

Having being aggrieved by the decision o^^e CMA^jpe has filed 
the present application in this court. The^^^tiooJis supported by 

the affidavit of the applicant and it^was^cha.llenged by the counter 

affidavit sworn by Elias Mkiimbo, th^Jtate Attorney and Principal 

Officer of the respondent^Fhe legal^issues upon which the applicant 

is basing his applicatjoiv^sstated at paragraph 3 of his affidavit are

/. Wh^^%e arbitrator erred in law and fact to hold the 

refmination was fair despite of having different short

ii. whether the arbitrator erred in fact and iaw to hoid that 

the procedure was fair by ignoring witness testimonies.

Hi. Whether by writing Exhibit Tanesco 1 the respondent 

was not duty bound to prove the charges against me 

before terminating me.
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When the matter came for hearing the applicant was 

represented by Ms. Stella Simkoko, Learned Advocate and the 

respondent was represented by Ms. Wemaeli Msuya, Learned State 

Attorney from the respondent's legal Department. By consent of the 

counsel for the parties the matter was argued by way of written 

submission. In supporting the application, thj^^ur^el for^ the 
applicant argued the issues raised by the applicant seriatim^^

The counsel for the applicant argued Jn^felatiohWto the first issue 

that, no witness was brought before therhearing held at Mkuranga on 

6th March, 2012. She submitted thawection 39 of Employment and

Labour Relations Act, Cap* 366^RdF2019 (ELRA) requires in any 

proceedings concernjpg^rfai^ termination of an employee by an 

employer^ttje^^^jto prove termination of employment of an 

employee^as^faimShe also referred the court to Rule 13 (5) of the 
Gl^^.^^^2007 which states that, evidence in support of the 

allegatioMgainst an employee shall be presented at the hearing.

She argued that, in the meeting held at Mkuranga on 6th March, 

2012 there is no witness was called in the meeting as indicated in 

item 9 of exhibit Tanesco 8. That caused the counsel for the applicant 

to submit that, the offence levelled against the applicant was not 
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proved. She went on arguing that, the applicant informed the 

Auditors through exhibit Tanesco 1, he also stated in his defence 

admitted in the matter as exhibit Tanesco 6, he furthermore stated 

before the hearing committee as evidenced by exhibit Tanesco 8 and 

in the defence he adduced before the CMA as appearing at pages 39 

to 41 that, one of the reasons led to the alleged loss waslmixing up 

of the daily cash collections.
She argued that, in fact there was no^^^^iosS and stated the 

applicant gave example of the m^^^^^e by the Auditors as 
reflected in the evidence hl^dd^cejL^t "page 39 to 41 of the

X >
proceedings of the CMA. She stated^that, the applicant stated in his 

evidence that it is not%ueMhat he was not differentiating daily 

collected^। tlj^feink. The counsel for the applicant based on the 
aboV^^g^^nts to submit that, the applicant was terminated from 

his employment on allegation of loss which was not proved.

With regards to the practices of collecting money at the 

applicant's station his counsel submitted the applicant testified that, 

when he was transferred to Mkuranga he found the practice of 

recording daily cash collections without drawing a line to differentiate 
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the dates and continued with the said practice. She was of the view 

that, if the same had been inappropriate, the applicant would have 

been ordered to change it before the audit of 2012, taking into 

account that reconciliation was being done on monthly basis as 

testified by DW4.

The counsel for the applicant argued^fct^^ere^was 

transportation problem at the station of worfeof the^applicant as 

testified by the applicant and as stated in ^exhMTanesco 6 at page 5 

item 6 of the Audit Report which caused^t^^applicant to delay to 
deposit the collected money mto th^^^jt. She argued further that, 

the applicant was accused ft^non-banking and under banking 
without stating the s^^^^dates when there was non-banking or 

under bar^kmg, S^^^mitted that the applicant was never afforded 

with an oppSi^^ of being heard at the second disciplinary hearing 

wtnch was(conducted on 20th June 2013 as testified by DW4 (Naomi

Fwemula^at page 29 of the CMA proceedings.

Coming to the second issue which relates to the procedural 

aspect, the counsel for the applicant submitted that, the evidence on 

record shows that the Auditors audited the applicant and ordered him 

orally to make his defence in writing. She argued that, there is no 
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investigation which was conducted to ascertain justification of the 

applicants defence. Thereafter a disciplinary hearing was held as 

testified by DW4 at page 29 of the CMA's proceedings.

It was further argued by the counsel for the applicant that, the 

applicant had never been served with auditors' report while there 

were two different allegations of causing loss of^Tsj^9,759^747.41 

as testified by PW1, PW3 and PW4 and loss<o|>Tshs. 12^436,752.96 
as testified by PW2 and PW5. She cited ir^^^^ubnjission the cases 

of Ezekia Samwel Ndehaki V.^Tanzania One Mining Ltd., 
Revision No. 59 of 2013 wher^^wasSstated that, the intention of the 

legislature is to require erhployersstt terminate* employees only on 
valid reason and not aW^royyn whims.

She alsoACite^^^case of Severe Mutegeki and another V.

Court of Appeal of Tanzania found that, as the appellant was not 

served with audit report before the disciplinary hearing commenced, 

it was irregular as he could have not managed to prepare his 

defence. She also cited the case of KCB (T) Limited V. Dickson

Mamlal^ya^hlaji Safi na Usafi wa Mazingira Mjini Dodoma 

(DUWASAWCivil Appeal No. 343 of 2019 (Unreported) where the
■w.
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Mwinuka Revision No. 45 of 2013 where a right to be heard was 

emphasized.

As for the third issue which states whether writing exhibit

Tanesco 1 the respondent was not duty bound to prove the charge 

levelled against the applicant the counsel for the applicant submitted 

that, the respondent was still duty bound to proye^charges levelled 

against the applicant. She argued that, even, if thete^ has been

established possibility of the applicant beingqiegligeht in performing 

his duty, suspected negligence whic^^^^^pjoved cannot be a fair 
and valid ground to warrant t^minauon oghie employment.

To support her submission the counsel for the applicant referred 

the court to sectiog^^^apd (2) (a) and (b) of the ELRA where it 

was statdeidhaKi^sh^ be lawful for the employer to terminate the 

employm®^oPan/empioyee but the employer is duty bound to prove 

termihatiorfWas made on fair and valid reason and fair procedure 

was adhered. She went on arguing in relation to the relief of 

reinstatement sought by the applicant and its alternative remedy and 

supported the same with the case of Elia Kasalile and 17 Other V.

Institute of Social Work, Civil Application No. 187 of 2018 which 

emphasized about the use of discretionary power of the court and 
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arbitrator judiciously in issuing an award. At the end she prayed for 

the CMA award to be revised.

In his reply the counsel for the respondent, submitted that, the 

Arbitrator did not error in facts or in law to hold the termination of 

employment of the applicant was fair. She stated that is due to the 

fact that, the applicant himself admitted that

his leadership, and that it was due to negligence whictriyas resulted 
by him mixing up the daily collections inst|^of^kpfcrating them on 

a daily basis. He argued further that^^^^Lcant defended himself 

by saying that he found that practiceThg^and he never changed it.

The counsel for theWrespondent submitted that, the applicant 

being an accountant for noteless than 21 years until the time of his 

termination, the^s^opdent believed he was competent enough and 

he kno^^^^ceqlired standard operating procedures. She stated 
the^gnerCMnission that there was an abnormal practice which he 

found going on at his station of work and he did not change the 

same, it shows he was negligent. All these resulted towards the 

decision to terminate his employment hence the arbitrator was right 

to find termination of the applicant's employment was fair. In 

supporting her argument, she cited the case of Nickson Alex Vs.
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Plan International, Labour Revision No. 22 of 2014, High Court of 

Tanzania, at Dar es salaam, (unreported) where the court dealt with 

the issue of unfair termination of an employee.

As for the issue which states whether the arbitrator erred in facts 

or in law to hold the procedure followed in terminating the applicant's 

employment was fair by ignoring the different testimonies anckon the 

allegation that no investigation was conducted^ the cdti^sel for the 

respondent submitted that, it is clear on\recordsj>that when the 

occurred. She stated the^applicantzstated further that, the said 

anomalies were caused%by^pon<Iosure of the end of the day 

collections. He st^^Wiat/the said omission caused the loss which 

he admitt^^^aye occurred under his leadership and he promised

What followed after the applicant failed to honour his promise, 

was for him to be charged on the 4th December, 2012 as per the 

charge sheet filed by the respondent before the disciplinary hearing 

committee which he begs to make reference to the same for clarity. 

He stated that on the 10th December, 2012 is when the applicant 
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replied to the charges and came up with an afterthought explanation 

which could not suffice since most of his answers were mere 

justifications which did not hold water. He submitted that, the 

disciplinary hearing was conducted and the applicant was found guilty 

of the offence levelled against him.

As for the allegation that he was not given Upe^^itd^^ports, 

the counsel for the respondent argued that, from whence applicant 

was informed the loss and asked to ejcpla^^hat? happened, he 
admitted the loss. She stated that^^^lpgation that he was 

condemned unheard is not tr^be^jse he was afforded the right of 

being heard from the outset. Slwstated further that, from the time 
the audit was condu^^^^tjje date of suspension he was in the 

office for Zmon^^Je^submitted that, if there was anything the 

applicanUrantecI to put right, he had an ample time to request for

the^same tdbe^put right.

Concerning exhibit Tanesco 1, the counsel for the respondent 

argued that, after being written the respondent was not duty bound 

to prove the charges against the Applicant. He submitted that, the 

Applicant's advocate forgot that her client admitted that the mistake 

happened, and that he was ready to pay the occasioned loss. By 
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admitting that the loss had really occurred, and by even promising to 

pay it means that the offence was committed, and the charge was 

aimed at asking him to explain why strict measures should not be 

taken against him.

Being charged with a disciplinary offence does not mean that he 
was accused, but rather that there was an offenceand%eJ^d to 

explain why he should not be punished. Shejwas of trig view that 

when a person has admitted that he has^d^^ahrfoffence then no 
need for proving a charge leaviTO^^^eSzonductina disciplinary 

hearing, but the Respondent ^^eir^f^rded the applicant chance to 

be heard and found him^guiltyfeTo support her submission, she 

referred the court <^^^\case of Nickson Alex V. PLAN 

International, hiCLDWeVision No. 22 of 2014 (unreported). At the 

end the counsel mthe respondent prayed the application be decided 

against the^applicant. In his rejoinder the applicant reiterated most of 

what heMgued in his submission in chief. ■

The court has carefully gone through the submission filed in this 

court by the counsel for the parties. It has also gone through the 

record of the matter and the grounds of revision presented to the 

court by the applicant. The court has found the issues for 
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determination in the present application is whether the applicants 

termination was both substantively and procedurally fair and what 

reliefs are the parties entitled. Fairness of termination of employment 

of an employee by an employer is governed by section 37(2) of the 

ELRA which states as follows:-

"A termination of empioyment by an empioyerisrun^irjfthe^ 

empioyer fails to prove:-

(a) That the reasons for termination fa^alid;

(b) That the reason is a fair reasorf^^
(i) Related to the empioyee^conducf capacity or 

compatibility;^

(ii) Based on thekpperationai requirements of the 

employer, and
(c) That the employment was terminated in accordance 

with a fai^rocedure."

The po^it£n%)fth& law as provided under section 39 of the ELRA 

is ^^^cle^yat, once there is an issue of unfair termination of 

employrqgpt of an employee by the employer the duty to prove 

reason for termination of employment of an employee was valid and 

fair lies to the employer. The position of the law stated hereinabove 

has been emphasized in range of cases, one of them being Amina 

Ramadhani V. Staywell Apartment Limited, Revision No. 461 of 

2016, High Court Labour Division, at Dar es Salaam cited by this
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Court in the case of Boni Mabusi V. The General Manager (T) 

Cigarette Co. Ltd., Consolidated Revision No. 418 and 619 of 

2019).

That being the position of the law the court has found in relation 

to the present application that, the applicant was terminated from his 

employment on the ground of committing the^bfence of sdrious 

misconduct of under banking daily collectionsTrom the'Respondent's 

customers which resulted into the respondent^^sbfer a loss of TZS 

9,759,747.41. The evidence adduced^beroire the CMA by the 

respondent to prove the stated offenceywas the evidence of five 

witnesses who also tendered Eighteen documentary exhibits to 

support their evidence, Intrebuttal the respondent testified himself.

As sfeted^eadi.erjjn this judgment the trial Arbitrator found 

terminat^^^e^iployment of the applicant was both substantively 

and%rocedbrblly fair and dismissed the applicant's dispute. The 

question to determine here is whether the trial Arbitrator was correct 

in arriving to the stated decision. The court has found the counsel for 

the applicant argued the trial Arbitrator was wrong in arriving to the 

stated decision as there was no witness brought before the 
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disciplinary hearing held at Mkuranga or before the Disciplinary

Hearing held at the regional level to prove the alleged misconduct.

The court is in agreement with the counsel for the applicant that, 

as stated earlier in this judgment it is the requirement of the law as 

provided under section 39 of the ELRA that, an employer is required 

to prove termination of employment of an emplpye^ros^fojrFThe 

court is also in agreement with the counsel that, as provided under 

Rule 13 (5) of the GN. No. 42 of 2007, support of the

allegations against the employee is^^^iremto be presented at the 

hearing. K

That being the position of the law the court has found that 

throughout the recorofeof the matter there is nowhere stated there 

was witrife^^r^^^sses called before the disciplinary hearing 

committeesWhich^eard the applicant's case to prove the misconduct 

levelled against the applicant as required by Rule 13 (5) of the GN.

No. 42 of 2007 cited hereinabove. The above finding is supported by 

the evidence adduced by DW4 who said before the CMA that there 

was no witness called before the disciplinary committees to prove the 

offence leveled against the applicant. The court has considered the 

argument by the counsel for the respondent that as the applicant 
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admitted the alleged misconduct in exhibit Tanesco 1 and promised 

to pay the loss there was no need of calling witness to prove the said 

misconduct but failed to agree with her submission.

The court has arrived to the above finding after seeing that, 

although it is true it is stated in the case of National Microfinance 

Bank PLC V. Andrew Aloyce, [2013] LCCD^84^at^^^re an 

employee has admitted misconduct there is no^need for the employer 

to call witness to prove the misconduct b^iMh^Plfesent case there 

was no clear admission of the ayegedNmi|cpnduct made by the

applicant which can be said ha^j^t recIuire evidence to prove 

the same. The court has^rivecWtofflie above finding after seeing 

that, although the respondent^ witnesses said the applicant admitted 
the alleged misco^^^andCjpport their evidence with what is stated 

in but after going through the said exhibit the court

halhfeiled txT|ee a clear admission of the alleged misconduct by the 

applicant^

The court has found what can be said was admitted by the 

applicant in the said exhibit Tanesco 1 is the occurrence of the loss 

and the promise by the applicant to pay the loss as he was the leader 

of the station where the loss was discovered and not admission that 
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he caused the loss. The court has found that, under that 

circumstances there was a need for the evidence to be adduced by 

the respondent before the disciplinary hearing committees to prove 

the loss alleged was caused by the applicant before reaching the 

decision to terminate her employment.

The court has arrived to the above finding after seeing that, as 

rightly argued by the counsel for the applicantjt was not^clear as to 
what actual loss was discovered by the A^preW^nt to audit the 

station of the applicant. The court ^^^^^that, as rightly argued 

by the counsel for the appH|ant sonppof the witnesses testified 
before the CMA were not donsistent^out the actual loss discovered

at the station of the applfearit^as while PW1, PW3 AND PW4 said the 

loss was Tshs. but PW2 and PW4 said the loss was

Tshs. 12,^36^2^). That caused the court to find the argument by 

theW)uns^roh the respondent that there was no need for calling 

witnesses^!) prove the misconduct levelled against the applicant 

cannot be relied upon to find there was no need of evidence to prove 

the alleged misconduct.

Coming to the argument of mixing up the daily collections, the 

court has found the alleged shortfall could have not been a reason of 
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causing the loss discovered in the auditing conducted at the applicant 

station of work. The court has arrived to the above view after seeing 

that, it is true that the applicant stated there was mixing up of the 

collection of different dates as appearing in exhibits Tanesco 1, 

Tanesco 6, Tanesco 8 as well as in his defence he adduced before 

the CMA. He also stated the alleged loss was causedfby^fM act of not 

drawing lines to differentiate the dates.

the same if he believed there wassho loss at his station of work.

Besides, the court has fotind^that, as rightly argued by the counsel 
for the responde^^^^^problem was omission to draw the line 

which wc^f^w^ differentiated the collections of each day the 

ap^lranF^^an ample time to rectify the stated problem and 

reporteoMhe same to his employer from when the audit was

conducted but he didn't do so until when he was suspended from his 

employment and later on terminated from his employment.

The court has also considered the other shortfalls raised by the 

applicant relating to the practice of work at his station of work of not 
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drawing the line to differentiated the collection of a day and lack of 

transport as reasons for the cause of the discovered loss but failed to 

see how the said shortfalls would have been reasons or justification 

for the discovered or alleged loss. It is the view of this court that, if 

the applicant was doing his work properly not negligently, the alleged 

loss would have not occurred at his station of wc^^hie^^uldjiave 

been able to show where the money collected in tl^^^itecTperiod 

of time were kept if were not banked and ^|^d^tffe alleged under 

banking.

The court has considered; the argument relating to the promise 

of the applicant to pay the^loss^disSvered at his place of work as 

appearing in exhibiWaiiesco^l and find that, it is true that the

applicantloss by the end of the year 2012. The 

said prom^wi^ accepted by the respondent through exhibit

Tanesco 31Hpwever, before the end of the year 2012 the applicant 

was suspended from his employment and charged with the offence of 

serious misconduct which resulted into the alleged loss and 

thereafter, he was terminated from his employment.

Although it is true as argued by the counsel for the respondent 

that up to when the applicant was suspended from his employment
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he had not paid any part of the loss he promised to pay but the court 

is of the view that, as the parties had agreed the loss would have 

been paid at the end of the year it was not proper for the respondent 

to suspend the applicant and charged him with the offence relating to 

the loss he had promised to pay while the respondent had already 

accepted the applicant's promise to pay the loss. TOs cdurt has^come 

to the stated view after seeing that, the applicant maae^the^iromise 
on 2nd October, 2012 to pay the loss by the^^Q^^e year 2012 but 

he was suspended from his employm^^W^4th December, 2012 

which was after passing only^wo it was before the end

of the year 2012 when he had pro^^d to pay the alleged loss.
The argument by^^^^iijsel for the respondent that the charge 

was not i^endet^^^ctise the applicant but to ask him to explain 

why stri^^^^^ should not be taken against him has been found 

byline couiOas no any merit as there is no law supporting the same.

To the Contrary the court has found the respondent violated what 

they had agreed with the applicant. The above stated view of this 

court is getting support from the case of Hotel Sultan Palace 

Zanzibar V. Daniel Laizer & Another, Civil Application No. 104 of 

2004, where it was stated that, the employer and employee are 
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supposed to be governed by what they have agreed and they are not 

left freely to do as they wish in relation to the terms of their 

agreement.

The court has also found that, although it is true that the 

applicant admitted there was a loss occurred at his station of work 

and promised to pay the same but there wasxnp^direct\eyi§ence 

tendered before the CMA to show the applicant took%the money 

which caused the alleged loss to the respop^nt^as’ alleged by the 

respondent's witnesses. To the contrar^the cojjrt has found that, as 

stated by the applicant in th^efene^^ adduced before the CMA

A
and supported by the evidence^bfeDW4 he admitted the loss and 
promised to pay the^^h^Sjhe was the leader and the loss had 

occurred at his st^^^hwork.
The^^^^^^ found that, despite the fact that the applicant 

admitt^^^loss discovered at his working station and promised to 

pay the same but the stated misconduct was not sufficient enough to

justify termination of his employment. The court has arrived to the

above finding after seeing that as stated by DW4, it was the first 

misconduct to be committed by the applicant and he was associated 
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with the loss discovered as he was the leader at the station of work 

where the loss was discovered.

As the applicant had promised to pay the loss and the 

respondent had accepted his promise the court has found it cannot 

be said the misconduct was so serious to the extent of making his 

employment relationship with the respondent^intolerabie to^ the 

extent that they could have not continued with Jheir relationship. The 
above view of this court is getting suppo^^^RuIe 12 (2) of the 

GN. No. 42 of 2007 which states tha^Sfere^e some circumstances 

or her employment unlessHt improved that the misconduct is so 

serious to the extent«of%ausmg a continued employment relationship 

intolerable.

applicant was a first offender and he admitted 
th^^^djscovered at his place of work and promised to pay the 

same the court has found that, the respondent was required to take 

into consideration the factors provided under Rule 12 (4) of the GN.

No. 42 of 2007 to look for an alternative sanction to be imposed to 

the applicant instead of terminating his employment. To the view of 

this court the respondent could have warned the applicant and give 
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him time to pay the loss as he had promised to pay the same or give 

him any other sanction which might have been seen is appropriate.

As the court has found the procedure of termination of 

employment of the applicant was not fair as there is no proof that 

there was proper hearing conducted before the disciplinary hearing 
committees to establish the applicant comrriftted^^ne^Iieged 

misconducted and the applicant was terminatedTrom^^employment 

without considering the requirement provid^undei^Rule 12 (2) and 

(4) of the GN. No. 42 of 2007 the ^^^^gund it cannot be said 

termination of his employment was^su^tantively made on fair and 
valid reason. In the prer^ises^e^lourt has found termination of 

employment of the app^^^jps both substantively and procedurally 

unfair.

Coi^iWt^th^reliefs the parties are entitled the court has found 

the ap^^^^ought to be reinstated in his employment. After taking 

into consideration the time which has passed from when the 

applicant was terminated from his employment to date the court has 

found about nine years has passed. To the view of this court, it is not 

appropriate to order the respondent to reinstate the applicant in his 

former position of his employment as he sought in the CMA Fl.
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The court has arrived to the stated view after seeing there is a 

great possibility that, the position he was holding might not be 

available from that period of time to date. There is a possibility that 

the position he was holding has already been filled by another 

employee. In the premises the court has found an appropriate order 

which can be made by the court is to order as proy^edirf^der section 

40 (1) (c) of the ELRA that, the applicant be paid corp^nsation for 

unfair termination of his employment in lieu^ oeiijg^einstated in his 

employment as he prayed in the CMA FE

Consequently, the application oRtaelapplicant is hereby granted 

by finding that, termination of^employment of the applicant was 

the CMA is hereby, quashed and set aside. In lieu thereof the court is 

ordering t^RappIfeant to be paid compensation of twelve months 

salaries foriunfair termination of his employment.

As the evidence available shows the salary of the applicant was 

Tshs. 1,346,973.00/= per month, he will be paid Tshs. 16,346,973/= 

being twelve months salaries as a compensation for unfair 

termination of his employment. He will also be entitled to be paid 
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terminal benefits stated in the letter of termination of his employment

if he has not been paid. It is so ordered.

Dated at Dar es Salaam this 04th day of March, 2022.

I. Arufani
JUDGE

04/03/2022

Court; Judgment delivered today 04th dayfoPMarch, 2022 in the

presence of the applicant in person ^and^in^the absence of the

respondent. Right of appeal to^he Gpurtwf Appeal is fully explained.

’W. Arufani
JUDGE

04/03/2022
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